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Lecture 

(d) For the Cantor space IN, we can define the power of

any measure on 2== 3011 called a coin-flip of Bernoulli

measure. Formally, let to be a prob meas, on 2,100tp. 8t
11-p7% at let Nz GIN. This I is defied by dining
it on basic open who as extending by Caratmeosory.
↓I ( (0 1 1 017) == 010).v/.011.010.011).
To apply an extension theorem, one needs to check

that this definition is atbly - additive on basis dopenser,
When pet, we call this the fair coin-flip measure.

Thinking of 2 as the abelian groups (4)with coordinate

wise addition (equivalently, the group (OCN), 1), Re
fair coin-flip measure is invariant under translation.

1) For
any locally compact top up leg. 129, (IR)M,S),

Her proved It there exists areBone measure in that

is left-translation invariant, finite on compact cuts,
and regular (i.e. the measure of every measurable set can

be approximate from above by open of from below by



closed sets). Such a measure is unique up
to constant

multiplication at is called a Hear measure. When the

group is compact, we normalize the measure to be probabi

lity. All he exples above, except (c), are hear measures

It) sounding measure on any set X is just MCA):-1flat
i.e. MIx1=1 FxEX. In analysis of BST,
we like to only work with orfinite measures, so the coating
measure is most useful when X is atbl

Null of measurable cuts. Given a Boral measure on a top
space X, we call a subset AzX Raul If AdB
↓some lonel BIX with MB) =0. Thus, PB

B

*
consists of wall sits.

A

Remark. There are only continuum
many Bowel sub-

anofa polishupsce,whiletoanyorretain
many wall reds. E.g. the whole Plc),
where (ICO,B is the usual Canter set, consists



of will sets.

at NULLm(X) dnote the collection of wall sets of note let
it is a 5-ideal (i.e. closed under subsets of ctbl unious).

There is a strong analogy between NULLu(X)of MGR(X),
but not everything works interchangeably,
Remark. By exhausting the measure on IR using Cantor site

of positive measure, one builds a mager For subset
of IR tet's wall, i.e. The compliment is wall.

Thus, actaguing of ensure live on disjoint safe.

Det. For a Borel measure in on a topspace X, a set Art
is alled N-measurable if AEB for some Donel

set Box, where in means AdB is well.

As remarked above, there are way more measurable she
than there are Borel set. M is naturally extended to

the -algebra MEASn(X) of all measurable sets



and we call this extension the completion of m and

it's usually devoted by it, but we just use

Bot. A shut A of a Polish space is called universally
measurable if it is measurable not any

refinite

Equivalently, probability) Bowel measure on X,

why?f
These its also from a 5-alzebra.

call a function fixer, XV Polish, universally measurable
if f"(B) is universally measurable BEBCT).

Prop. Composition of universally measurable functions is univer

cally measurable (unlike just remeasurable functions).
Proof. HW.

We'll show it analytic continuous images of Borst rets) are
univerally measurable.

Measure isomorphism theorem. Let (x,M) be a Polish space equipped



with a monatomic Borel prob. measure. Then 5 Bonel

iconorphism Fox- 10, 1) s.t.fM=X, i.e. every mnatoric
Bowel prob measure on a Polish space is sonorphic ho

Co,1) will lebesque reasure.

This is a consequence of the Bowl ionorphism Resmen,
which we'll prove later of deduce the measure isomorphism.

Noumeasurable sets. By the areas, ison. Then, I'll only bother
with rebesque measure. Let E be the orbit equin.
relation of the translation action of Pon 1R, i.e.
xIF@ Y: <Ex-yEC. This is known as the Vitali

equivalence relation. Call a set ACID a transversal
for Ea if A meets every lan-cla at exactly 1 point.

iR

.... ".-Conhium Prop. As transversal A of Far is A-ow-

measurable.

Paan-class Proof. Suppose A is x-measurable. Then

let A = A 1 CI, B.
I ! II 1-1,13 = W (9 + A) = 52, 2).

9t
15-y,D



Thus, this union is would has file measure.

On the other hand, this is a disjoint union because
*is a transversal (hence (ToAllAIA):0),
and b is transition invariant, 10 X (9 +A) = b(A).

Thus, x (V SA) =EXCA) = 0 (it cait be l is
a contradiction. My 151, 1)

lebesque density.

95%lenna for thesque. For every nowmill measurable sot BaIRG
there is an open rectangle R == 1,x...x Id that

is gyasB,i.e.thtB=.0.99.
(orusat

Proof. For d=1. Let UIB be an open set that is 99% B.

Then 4 = 4 In disjoint union of open intrvals. Then
U

one of the In has to be 99% B.

For d3I, we'll remove the boundaries of rational

rectangles a yet hot
any open It is a disjoit

union of open rectangles plus a mull set. The
rest of the argument is the same


